Members Present: Crosby, Hepler, Hunt, Kastantin, Thomsen, Wilkie, Zheng, Kopp, Mendall, Sieck  
Members Absent: Johnson  
Members excused:  
Consultants Present: Abhold, Bakkum, Knudson, Rahn, Simpson, Skobic  
Guests: Carol Angell, Stefanie Czosynka

I. Approval of October 1, 2013, minutes  
M/S/P to approve minutes

II. First Readings:  
A. School of Education  
1. Teacher Education Program change; Standardized Testing Requirement - additional test data to be accepted in lieu of PPST; retroactive to all catalogs; effective term Spring 2014.  
M/S/P to approve on first reading.

B. Educational Studies  
1. EDS 412/512 – course revision; prerequisite change; effective Spring 2014.  
2. EDS 413/513 – course revision; prerequisite change; effective Spring 2014.  
3. EDS 502 – course deletion; was slash course with EDS 402; effective Spring 2014.  
4. EDS 545 – course deletion; was slash course with EDS 445; effective Spring 2014.  
5. EDS 550 – course deletion; was slash course with EDS 550; effective Spring 2014.  
M/S/P to approve on first reading.

C. Physical Therapy  
1. Doctor of Physical Therapy – program change; dissolution of UWS DPT Consortium; effective Fall 2013.  
2. PTS 703 – new course; title is “Clinical Anatomy Review;” 1 credit; effective Spring 2014.  
3. PTS 727 – course revision; course deletion; effective Spring 2014.  
M/S/P to approve on first reading.

III. Consent Item: None

IV. Information Item: None

V. Old Business: 2013-2014 Charges  
1. Review composition and size of GCC Committee.  
   • GCC decided composition and size were appropriate.
2. Aid in implementation of new catalog software.

VI. **New Business:** None

Meeting adjourned: 4:00